Based on the fundamental equations of curved beam, its deflection control equation considering vertical bending-torsion coupling was developed, and the analytical solutions of torsion angle and vertical deflection expressed by primary function vector and integration constant were derived. Then the displacement coefficient was obtained according to displacement boundary condition, and the stiffness equilibrium equation in matrix was established in line with equations of internal forces. After matrix transformation, stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal force vector for the bending-torsion coupling analysis of curved beam were achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Curved beam is a structure with nonlinear axis, bearing the loads along with or perpendicular to the axis, and in bending-torsion coupling condition [1] . If the axis is plane curve, these are planar curved beam.
According to basic theories of compression, bending and torsion for curved beam, scholars have put up many kinds of static method and energy methods [2] [3] [4] [5] .
But these methods are not suitable for complicated curved beam under complicated load cases.
Scholars also proposed many kinds of numerical calculation method to analyze curved beam behavior. Finite element method is one of the most common numerical calculation methods. In actual analysis, curved beam is always simplified into spatial straight structure [6] [7] [8] [9] . For These elements, polynomial function is used for the element displacement interpolation. The displacement shape function is different from the actual displacement of curved beam, and it is less accurate to analyze curved beam. And because it needs dividing the curved beam into more elements, it is less efficient.
Based on the deformation characteristic of curved beam, Bickford constructed element stiffness matrix to analyze curved beam under simple load cases according to the principle of transfer matrix method [10] .
Matrix displacement method (also known as direct stiffness method or stiffness matrix method) was put up by Clough at the earliest. It is a method to analyze straight beam by expressing the nodal displacement and nodal force in matrix according to stiffness equation of the beam. This method is similar to finite element method in expression, but does not use the approximate expression of beam (or element) displacement distribution. So it not only has the same regulation and applicability with finite element method, but also has higher accuracy.
In this paper, based on the fundamental equations of curved beam, analytical displacement and internal force equations of curved beam considering vertical bending-torsion coupling are developed, respectively. And then nodal force and nodal displacement equation of curved beam is achieved. Stiffness matrix is derived taking torsional deformation character of curved beam into account.
CURVED BEAM AND ITS PHYSICAL QUANTITY
The curved beam in this paper is planar curved beam whose radius is r and central angle corresponding to the arc is  . It only bears vertical load, bending moment in plane and torque in axial irrespective of bending and compression in plane.
Coordinate system is defined in the light of right-hand rule as shown in Figure 1 . Physical quantities of curved beam are as the following: cross-section width b, cross-section depth h, axis curvature radius r, central angle  , cross-section area A, material elastic modulus E, shear modulus G, bending moment of inertia rotated on axis z Iz, torsional moment of inertia rotated on axis x Id and fan-shaped moment of inertia Iw, uniformly distributed moment mx, mz in x-axis and z-axis, respectively, uniformed distributed load qy in y-axis. The positive of load is all in accordance with coordinate axis, vertical linear displacement v, cross-section torsion angle θx. 
.
INTERNAL FORCE (IN MATRIX AND VECTOR)
. where, Z is differential transformation matrix.
With the geometric equation, equilibrium equation and physics equation, the following formulas can be achieved: 
STIFFNESS MATRIX Nodal Force Vector
According to the definition, the relationship of bar end force and bar end internal force can be defined as following: 
